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Creating a Small-Bore Tee Dummy Support 
This paper describes the modifications required to create a commonly used dummy leg support in AutoCAD 

Plant 3D 2016 that will connect to an open port on a tee.  
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Overview 
This document covers the customization steps required to create the support in the supports catalog, add it to 

the PipeSupportsSpec, place it in a 3D model and generate an isometric. The support will show up on the 

isometric drawing as a support as well as in the bill of materials, but will connect to the tee as a fitting (to avoid 

leaving an open end on the tee). As part of the process, we will need to map a new isometric symbol for the 

dummy leg in the IsoSkeyAcadBlockMap.xml file. 

Support Catalog Part Creation 

Add the Support to the SUPPORTS Catalog 

1. Open the AutoCAD Plant 3D Specs and Catalogs Editor. 

2. Open both the SUPPORTS Catalog and the ASME Pipes and Fittings Catalog. 

3. Switch to the Catalog Editor tab and find a 3000# threaded cap in the ASME Pipes and Fittings Catalog 

in the Catalog Browser.  Note: we will eventually be modifying the End Type of this part but need to 

be sure to select a part with only one Connection Port. 

4. Right-click on the cap and select Copy 

 

Copying a Cap from the ASME Pipes and Fittings Catalog 

 

5. Open the SUPPORTS Catalog and right-click on any part in the Catalog Browser and select Paste to 

create a copy of the Cap into this catalog of supports as shown below: 
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Pasting a Cap into the Supports Catalog 

6. Modify the new support’s General Properties as shown below and save to catalog: 

 
End Type = THDM, Iso Symbol Type = SUPPORT, Iso Symbol SKEY = DUMY 
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7. Switch to the Sizes tab and modify the part’s properties for length so that it appears as a support by 

default rather than a cap.  Also, modify the size description and other dimensional parameters as 

needed.  Finally, remove any sizes that do not apply to this support. 

 

Modifying the L & Size Parameters as well as the Long Description (Size) for the New Support 

 

8. Filter the Catalog Browser on the new support’s Short Description (in our example this is “DUMMY LEG, 

THDM”) so that only that part is displayed. 

9. Select the Show All Part Sizes button to expand the sizes in the Catalog Browser. 

 

Displaying All Sizes in Preparation for Exporting to Excel 
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10. Select the Export to Excel button to save the current catalog filter to Excel so that we can make a 

modification that will allow editing of the dummy parameters once inserted in the model. 

 

Exporting the Current Catalog Filter to Excel 

 

11. Open the Excel file that you just exported and unprotect the sheet.  Do not make any changes except: 

change the Component Designation column values for the records exported from blank (no value) to 

“Custom” (without quotes and capitalized as shown). 

 

Modifying the Exported Excel File 

 

12. Save the Excel sheet with your changes and close Excel.  When a part has a Component Designation 

property of “Custom” it allows changes to spec-driven item parameters within the Properties palette in 

AutoCAD Plant 3D.  By doing it here in the catalog rather than in the spec it will save time in the 

future when you use this support in multiple spec files. 

13. Return to the Specs and Catalogs Editor and select the Import from Excel menu button.  Accept all 

changes from the spreadsheet and then select Apply and OK to close the import dialog as shown 

below. 
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Importing the Changes from the Excel File 

 

14. Select the Save to Catalog button and switch to the Spec Editor tab 

The steps above are for the purposes of creating a catalog part that can be inserted into a Pipe Support 

Spec. 

Adding the Support to the Pipe Support Spec 

Open your Project’s PipeSupportsSpec File 

Every project has the option of having a pipe support “spec” that will include a predefined set of supports on a 

special dynamic support tool palette in AutoCAD Plant 3D.  This spec is called PipeSupportsSpec and is located 

in the project’s SpecSheets folder.  If you use a template project, make the following changes in that project 

so that it will carry over into any newly created projects in the future. 

1. Open the PipeSupportsSpec.pspx file for your (template) project. 

2. Add the newly created dummy leg from the SUPPORTS Catalog into your spec.  It will appear in the 

spec under a part class heading of “Cap”: 
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Adding the New Support from the SUPPORTS Catalog 

3. Save the spec: 

 

Saving the Spec 
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Adding the Isometric Support Symbol Mapping 

Modify your Project’s IsoSkeyAcadBlockMap.xml File 

Under the “Isometric” folder in your project are two files that we will need to modify.  One is the 
IsoSymbolStyles.dwg which contains the blocks which are used to generate the isometric symbols.  The 
only reason we need to modify this file is to rename the block contained therein to not include spaces in 
the block name.  We can also modify the block geometry to suit our needs.  Typically, you can do this 
second step through Project Setup but renaming of the block requires opening the IsoSymbolStyles.dwg 
directly. The other file is IsoSkeyAcadBlockMap.xml, which is where we map the SKEY that we specified in 
the SUPPORTS catalog to the block in IsoSymbolStyles.dwg. 

1. Open the IsoSkeyAcadBlockMap.xml file with Notepad (or an XML file editor). 

2. Add the entry show below to your Pipe Supports section of the file: 

 

Adding <SkeyMap SKEY = "DUMY" AcadBlock = "Support-Dummy"/> 

3. Save the IsoSkeyAcadBlockMap.xml file. 

4. Launch AutoCAD Plant 3D 2016 and open your (template) project. 

5. Using the Open shortcut, open the IsoSymbolStyles.dwg located in the Isometrics folder of the project. 

 

Opening the IsoSymbolStyles.dwg 
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6. Type “RENAME” to open the Rename command dialog. Under the “Blocks” named objects, rename the 
“Support – Dummy” block to “Support-Dummy” (no spaces).  The block is unusable as an isometric 
symbol block while its name contains spaces. 

 

Renaming the Support-Dummy Block 

7. Close the IsoSymbolStyles.dwg drawing, saving your changes. 

The next steps (8-11) are only necessary if you wish to modify the Support-Dummy block geometry. 

8. Open Project Setup, and under Isometric DWG Settings > Symbols and Reference select Edit Isometric 
Symbols. 

 

Editing Isometric Symbols via Project Setup 
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9. Select the Support-Dummy block in the Block Editor and change its geometry to suit your standards.  
In this example, we have changed the block to look like this: 

 

Editing the Support-Dummy Block Geometry 

10. Close the Block Editor using the Ribbon command. 

11. Select OK to close Project Setup. 

Testing the New Support 

Placing the Support in a 3D Model and Generate and Isometric Drawing 

Now that the customization is complete, you can place the part onto a tee and extract an isometric. 

1. Open an AutoCAD Plant 3D model. 

2. Draw a small bore threaded tee (as shown below) and then insert the new dummy leg symbol from 
the Pipe Supports Spec tool palette: 
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Selecting the Dummy Support from the Pipe Supports Spec Tool Palette 

3. The support should connect like a typical part onto the open end of the tee, and the disconnect 
“droplet” marker should disappear, indicating a closed port on the tee.  By selecting the support 
you can modify the length of the support from the default spec value by modifying the “L” 
parameter in the Properties palette as shown below: 

 

Modifying the Dummy Support Length using the Properties Palette 

4. Finally, generate an isometric drawing for this line and you should see something like the following 
figure, with support symbol and bill of material call out: 
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Generated Isometric Drawing Showing Dummy Support Symbol and Bill of Materials 

Summary 

These are the basic steps for creating a support that connects like a piping component yet appears on the 
isometric like a piping support.  Always be sure to test your customization and document the changes for 
future reference when upgrading to a new version of AutoCAD Plant 3D. 
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